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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  McAnally Intermediate 

Grade Level  6th 

Week of  3/20/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

Science 
Week at a Glance 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed: 
 

1. Stemscopes Website Log-in & Password 
2. Classifying Rocks Google Slides 

 
 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

The physical structures and chemical properties of the solid Earth provide evidence of Earth’s 
evolution over time. Investigation of Earth’s layers, tectonic activity, and the rock cycle reveals 
Earth’s history. As rocks move through the rock cycle their mineral compositions and physical 
structures change to reflect the processes under which they are formed. 
 
Over time through the various Earth processes of weathering, erosion and deposition (sedimentary 
rock), melting and crystallization (igneous rock), and heat and pressure (metamorphic rock), Earth’s 
rocks change from one type into another as described in the rock cycle. 
 
Igneous rocks are formed when lava or magma cools and solidifies. They are characterized by 
interlocking mineral crystals that vary in size depending upon how rapidly they cooled. 
 
Sedimentary rocks are formed when particles of other rocks are deposited in layers and undergo 
compaction (crushing together), and cementation (binding of the sediments). Some sedimentary 
rocks contain fossils. 
 

https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tScUJBxyazZ00cLfQxNK1qbpMDy4l2bgVNnc9gPxx1A/edit?usp=sharing
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Metamorphic rocks are formed deep underground where heat and pressure cause existing rocks to 
be altered. Metamorphic rocks are often characterized by wavy layers of mineral crystals or by the 
presence of unusual minerals. 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

 
Complete the activities in this order: 

1. Go through all of the Google Slides titled “Classifying Rocks” 
2. Login to STEMscopes using username and password.  
3. Under the assignments tab, complete the following tasks: 

a. Stemscopedia for 6.10B Classifying Rocks 
b. Progress Monitoring for 6.10B Classifying Rocks 

 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

STEMscopedia for 6.10B Classifying Rocks - found in STEMscopes assignment tab after 
logging in 

Progress Monitoring Assessment for 6.10B Classifying Rocks - found in STEMscopes 
assignment tab after logging in 
 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Optional Extensions: 
1. “Writing Science” for 6.10B Classifying Rocks - found on STEMscopes.  This writing 

assignment gives students the opportunity to reflect on their learning and explain the 
processes by which rocks are formed. 

2. “Career Connections Video” for 6.10B Classifying Rocks - found on STEMscopes.  This is 
an interesting video that gives an in depth look into Archaeology. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816
https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14649/elements/649759
https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14649/elements/649753
https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816
https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816
https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14649/elements/649796
https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816
https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/14649/elements/649790
https://login.acceleratelearning.com/?to=n11011d40816

